Haim (Harry) Oppermann

HO box 1
SBS correspondence and documents 1996-99
Summaries of stories from Israel and stories relating to Israel and those about Jews around the world 1996-99
SBS budget details for Yiddish section 1996-99
Some correspondence is in Yiddish
League for Yiddish (New York) correspondence
SYZ Faxnews 1997

Box 2
Jewish and Hebrew educational materials
Hebrew programs and exam papers 1997-1999, 2001
Tal Am Hebrew program notes
Hebrew program notes including pictures
Hebrew program assignments
Board of Jewish education greater New York educational materials
Essay “teaching Hebrew in the Diaspora”
Readings in the teaching of Hebrew
Hebrew for the Higher School Certificate 1995-96
SBS radio Jewish and Yiddish correspondence 1996-99
Summaries of stories from the press relating to Israel or the Jews
Variety of newspaper clippings related to Yiddish 1988-1999

Box 3
SBS radio Jewish and Yiddish correspondence 1988-1999
Newspaper clippings about SBS and the Jewish programs
Correspondence 1990-92 relating to reduction of Jewish programs on SBS
Summaries of stories from the press on Jewish and Israeli items c1991
Hebrew and Jewish educational material 1998-2002

Box 4
Summaries of stories on Jewish or Israeli interest c1991
Correspondence Yiddish and Hebrew programs SBS radio 1992-1999
Some items in Yiddish including League for Yiddish correspondence c1991
Radio tape in Yiddish - 50th Warsaw Ghetto Anniversary
SBS radio – photos
Various job applications

HO box 5
Australian Co-ordinating committee of Jewish day schools 2000 annual report
Jewish educators correspondence 1998 -2002
Including NSW Interschools Committee for Jewish education 2001-02
Uni of Sydney Jewish and Hebrew studies correspondence
SBS correspondence 1990-993

Box 6
NSW Interschools Committee for Jewish Education 2001-02
Correspondence (some in Yiddish) on Jewish/Hebrew Education 2000-01
Extracts from newspapers on Jewish or Israeli topics 2002
SBS Jewish and Hebrew radio correspondence 1994-96

HO Box 7
Correspondence (some in Yiddish or Hebrew) and French on Jewish/Israeli topics of interest 1995-97
SBS Hebrew and Yiddish show correspondence 1991-96 includes discussion on rescheduling programs.
Association of Jewish Community Professionals correspondence 1989
Jewish education committee correspondence 2000-02
NSW Interschools Committee correspondence 2000-02

Box 8
Correspondence in Hebrew and Yiddish 2000-02 on Jewish issues
Correspondence in English 2000-02 on Jewish/Israeli issues
Jewish/Hebrew educational materials 1994-2002
Including NSW Interschools Committee for Jewish Education 2001-2002
And University of Sydney Jewish education correspondence 2001-02

Box 9
Jewish/Hebrew educational correspondence 1989-2001
Resumes of Jewish/Hebrew teachers

Box 10
Hebrew/Jewish educational material 1990-2000
Yiddish educational material 1988,1993